
 

1 APPENDIX D: PRESS NOTICES (NEWSPAPER AVERTISEMENTS) 

 

 

New Era 06.10.2017 



 

Republikein  06.10.2017 



 

Die Republikein 13.10.2017 



 

New Era 13.10.2017 

 



2 APPENDIX E: PROJECT NOTIFICATION EMAILS AND PRESENTATION 
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3 APPENDIX G: STAKEHOLDERS, I&APS, COMMENTS & 

CORRESPONDENCE AND ATTENDANCE REGISTERS 

Stakeholders and Registered Interested & Affected Parties who received notices by mail 

Name Title / Office / Role Organisation / Ministry 

Heinz Maundu Hariki Representative Traditional Authority: Otjikaoko Royal House 

Ndjooma Tjindunda Junior Headman Traditional Authority: Vita Royal House 

Pahaparue, Muhenje Relative Traditional Authority: Vita Royal House 

Karungooyo Ruiter Junior Headman Traditional Authority: Vita Royal House 

Heinz Maundu Hariki Conservancy Representative Conservancy: Otjvero (application pending) 

Uakarenda Mbinge  Chairperson Conservancy: Ombazu (registered) 

Jaumba Tjisemo Chairperson Conservancy: Ombombu Matheti (registered) 

Muharakua Vice Chairperson Conservancy: Ombombu Matheti (registered) 

Petrus Mbahono Member Conservancy: Ombombu Matheti (registered) 

Ripundua Tjiposa Secretary Conservancy: Ombombu Matheti (registered) 

Alphons Tjhombo CEO Opuwo Town Council 

Geoff Munterfering Director Save the Rhino Fund 

Basilia Shivute Coordinator IRDNC (Integrated Rural Development & 
Nature Conservation) 

Eben Tjiho Manager RDM Program IRDNC (Integrated Rural Development & 
Nature Conservation) - NRM Program 
(National Resource Management) 

Lina Kaisuma  Ombazu Conservancy Overseer IRDNC (Integrated Rural Development & 
Nature Conservation) 

Alexandrine Personal Assistant - Governor Regional Government 

Hilaria Joree Uaisua Acting Secretary Kunene Regional Council 

Lucas N. Tjoola Ex Secretary Kunene Regional Council 

Ms. Doeses ACRO (Acting Chief Regional 
Councillor) 

Kunene Regional Council 

Mr. Jantse ACRO Kunene Regional Council 

Kazeongere Zeriapi Tjeundo Opuwo Rural Constituancy 
Councillor 

Kunene Regional Council 

Nguzu Johannes Muharukua Epupa Rural Constituency 
Councillor 

Kunene Regional Council 

Julius Kaujova Council Chairperson, Sesfontein 
Constituency Office 

Kunene Regional Council 

Innocent U. Tjipepa CDP Ministry of Land & Resettlement 

Naftali Eliaser Chief Warden Ministry of Tourism and Environment 

Joseph Warden Ministry of Tourism and Environment 

Rauna Officer Ministry of Tourism and Environment 

Lascoh Ranger Ministry of Tourism and Environment 



Charlie Matango Public Relations Officer CENORED 

  Environmental Officer / Manager NamPower 

Andrew Ndishishi Permanent Secretary Ministry of Health & Social Services 

Mrs. Hileni Fillemon Public Relations Office Roads Authority 

Mr. Makali Kunene Head Roads Authority (Oshakati - responsible for 
Kunene) 

Mr. Roots Area Manager Roads Authority (Oshakati - responsible for 
Kunene) 

Saima T Amadhila - Nghishidi Senior Private Secretary to 
Permanent Secretary 

Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Permanent Secretary 

Laurica C. Afrikaner Hydrologist Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Water Affairs 

Natanael Amadhila Chief Regional Forester Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Forestry Directorate 

Michael Aimanya Chief Forest Technician Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Forestry Directorate 

Hennie Kakondo Forest Technician Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Forestry Directorate 

Justine Kandali   Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Forestry Directorate 

Kapukatua Kuvare Regional Head (Water OPUWO) Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Rural Water Supply 

Sam Petrus Officer (Water OPUWO) Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Rural Water Supply 

Emily Kakwena Handunge 
(Mrs.) 

Chief Scientific Officer Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Agriculture 

Eugene Simwanza Chief Agricultural Technician Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Agriculture 

Mr. Ambafa Technician Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Agriculture 

Mr. Vepee Havarua   Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry: 
Agriculture 

Charon Sennobia Katjiuongua Cultural Officer Ministry of Education 

Mr. Tjoola Principal Ohandungu Primary School (Ruiters PS) 

Jaco Burger Translator Private 

Otjiherero service Radio Namibian Broadcasting Corporation 

Community Kunene Radio Radio Kaokoland Radio 

Broadcasting Studio Radio Namibian Broadcasting Corporation 

Annette Owner Kaokoland Restaurant 

 

 

 

Public Meetings Minutes 



 
  Traditional leaders of the area Ombazu/Ohandungu/Okondaurie/Otmatjanja/Otjizaa  

and 

Representatives of Gecko Namibia/Kunene Resources/Celsius Resources  

  

Date: 10 June 2017  

Place: Primary School Ohandungu 

Attendance: 32 people, see attached attendance list 

Meeting started at 10:45 

Introduction 

• Jaco Burger opened the meeting and explained the background and aim of the meeting:  

- The community requested for this meeting to meet with the management of Gecko.  

- Gecko’s representatives attend this meeting to listen to the community leaders’ opinions, 

concerns and problems, to explain their plans of future work in the area and to understand 

how to best create win-win situations for the community and company with due regard to 

corporate social responsibilities. 

 

• Prayer by Chief Reither 

• Brief introductions of management of Gecko  

• Introduction of leaders of communities in area 

- Titus Muhenje (Tom Vita Royal House - Ombazu Senior Headman) and his son Ally Muhenje 

(Chief Muhenje jr) 

- Tjipurua (Chief of Ohandungu);  

- Chief Reither (Royal House Thom - Chief);  

- Kathijama Thom (Royal family Thom - representation) 

 

• Nekwaya mentioned that Royal Family Thom and Tom Vita Royal House are represented but 

not leaders of other royal houses to the south and east of Opuwo. 

The traditional leaders of the area were requested to explain issues and concerns related to the 
activities with Gecko Exploration in the area. 

 

Point 1: Traditional authorities, disputed the boundaries of Chieftainships with regards to Gecko’s 
project areas and conflicts arising out of these internal disputes between the Chiefdoms. 

Chief Reither states that the areas of the chiefdoms are not defined in detail. Where borders aren’t 
clearly defined there is potential for conflicts as has happened recently in the Ombazu area. When the 
company hires local workers, the workers should come from the chieftainship where the work takes 
place. Overlaps have created conflicts. Further, there exist personal disputes between some chiefs, 
e.g. he gets well along with two of the chiefs in the Ombazu-Omatjanja area but not with the third one 
who is the authority in the area to the south and east. 

Gideon: The chiefs largely know the boundaries of their chiefdoms but they are defined by certain 
mountains and rivers which are often not clear in the field. Sourcing of employees was the point of 
conflict.  



Chief Reither: The company correctly asked the Chiefs to select the workers for the project work. We 
should continue like this. Gideon must tell the Chiefs if some workers don’t perform. 

Barite Project 

Craig suggests that we meet with both chiefs on site and create boundary lines using the GPS and 
create a map. 

Reither: He visited the barite project on top of the mountains. The project falls mainly in his Chiefdom 
but partly into the Chiefdom to the south. Unfortunately the chieftainship of the area to the south 
(Okanihova) is disputed in the community and family of the previous chief. He agreed with the chiefs 
of the Okanihova area to solve the issue of Chiefdom boundaries (Omatjanja/Okanihova) crosscutting 
the barite project. It was agreed to share the work offered by Gecko proportionally. This internal 
dispute is solved, and the company should not be affected by it anymore. 

Ombazu East (“DOF East”) 

Reither: Not resolved is a conflict to the east of Ombazu (villages of Okasati and Otjongoro) and to the 
west of Omatjanja (Okukaru). 

Junior Chief Muhenje jr: People from elsewhere moved into the Ombazu area for grazing and settled 
there. They try to challenge the existing leadership. It is an internal conflict. They have no right to 
question decisions by the traditional leaders present in this meeting.   

Reither: At Ombazu there are three rivers which fall under Thom Royal house where the other groups 
are presently grazing cattle. They have no authority over this area, but the conflicts exist.  

Rainer: We are presently panning to drill more boreholes at Okasati to the East of Ombazu. He asked 
whom we should approach for permission for road building and drilling in this area and what we should 
practically do when a conflict with the locally residing people arises. 

Reither answered: The company can go and continue working there. There is no other authority over 
that area than his and of Chief Muhenje, both of which gave the company permission to continue work 
in this area. However, the company must visit and talk to the people residing directly on the ground of 
this project area. If they cooperate then there will be no need to go the chiefs, otherwise Chief 
Muhenje and Chief Reither must be called in to resolve the issues. 

Okukaru/Omatjanja (“DOF West”) 

Reither: Another disputed area was the boundary between Ombazu and Omatjanja. This has been 
resolved. Chief Karungurungo is present in this meeting with whom all disputes are solved: The group 
of local workers is a mixed group from many surrounding villages.  

 

Point 2: Condition of roads, especially “Barite road” 

Reither: We have a big problem with the road going to Barite. The company used the road built by the 
Ovahimba. Please fill up the holes in the road so that the animals are not endangered.  

Rainer responded: The whole Gecko team present in this meeting assessed the condition of the road 
yesterday. We must admit that the road is in some sections in a bad condition and apologize for this. 
Damages like that we won’t let happen again. For future work we will not so often use the heavy trucks. 
We clearly commit to improve the situation in a reasonable way. For that we need a discussion to see 
what makes practical sense and find out what the community wants. 

Muhenje jr: We discussed several times with Gideon and Nekwaya but we are not sure if it gets to the 
big bosses.  

Rainer: Gideon and Nekwaya did inform the management. We internally discussed about the problems 
and the options for solutions yesterday. The problems and risks which must be solved are: 1) 
Rehabilitation or construction of a functional road for the community at least as good as it was before 



our activities; 2) Potholes and trenches pose a risk for cattle and goats to get stuck and injured; 3) The 
deep tracks could trigger the formation of water ways which erode the soil in future.  

Reither: That is correct. What can be done?  

Craig: The community must understand that we are only spending funds in order to try and find a mine. 
We don’t make any money with our activities. So we can’t spend big money to build a gravel road to a 
village. Damages are inevitable but when a mine can be started and then more money is available the 
sites can be rehabilitated to a greater extent. 

Rainer: Building a new road with gravel will be too expensive and is unreasonable. As solutions, we 
propose the following options: 1) Both, the community and Gecko will use the old (pre-existing) small 
road which is largely in good condition. Gecko makes sure it is not deteriorated by its activities. 2) We 
discussed with Craig, our Executive Director about industrial type of rehabilitation: We could bring 
machinery to rehabilitate the road and the job can be done in a few days. However, it costs a lot of 
money to get a grader to Omajanja. 3) We think the damages aren’t so severe, so they could be 
rectified by the use of local labor: Shovel, pick and wheelbarrow could do most jobs. Craig only has to 
send a tool for compaction and a water bowser. In this way we would create much more benefit for 
the community by employment of your people. 

[Resounding agreement is received from the audience]  the Himba representatives and community 
present is in favour of using manual labour for any construction and repair work in order to rehabilitate 
the roads.  

Craig: While on the big machines there is only one person employed, we can probably employ 10 or 
15 people from the community to do the work. We will provide the tools. With that option, part of the 
responsibility for the final product lies with the community. What it should look like has to be agreed 
beforehand. 

Chief Muhenje jr: We and the road workers won’t know if their work is up to standard. We can’t take 
this responsibility. 

Craig: then a machine will be better to produce a road if they want the road to be functional according 
to national standards. 

Chief Muhenje jr: We want employment and can take some responsibility for the condition of the road 
but we request a foreman from Gecko to oversee the work so the workers are told each time what 
they should do. 

Oliver suggested: representatives of the project together with the chiefs should go to visit the road 
and discuss and finalise in the field how this option can be implemented. A map will need to be 
produced after the visit to show which rehabilitation measures will be required for the individual road 
segments. 

Craig: we need to go to the site with chiefs and discuss each section of the road and what is required 
and provide the tools and the oversight as required. 

Rainer: We don’t just want to talk, we want to act, we want to rehabilitate the road to the Barite as 
quick as possible. Can we go to the site tomorrow and finalise a plan on upgrading the road and 
thereafter sign an agreement with the community. Tomorrow we can see what tools and how many 
people are needed. We must decide today who will assess the road tomorrow. 

Persons to join Rainer and Oliver at the Barite road: 

Chief Reither (pick up at his house),  

Chief Ally Mujenje (pick up at drill camp),  

Karungurungu (meet at Omatjanja water hole) 

 



It was agreed to by the chiefs and Gecko to meet Sunday morning, 8:00, at Omatjanja solar panel to 
assess the road and develop a work plan. 

Craig: Damages are inevitable when one uses machinery but they will be rehabilitated. When a mine 
starts and more money is available then the sites can be rehabilitated to a greater extent. 

Rainer: One more point in this regard: We want to continue working at barite and must therefore use 
the road again. Three boreholes are planned for drilling, but we will use a different machine this time 
for which water will not be moved up the mountain on a continuous basis as this affects road condition. 
Can we continue our work there in about two weeks? 

Chiefs gave permission for resuming the work to Barite with no restrictions.   

 

Point 3: Benefits for the community at large 

Reither: We also need something, we have a community which is left behind. 

Muhenje jr: The environment is damaged by Gecko’s activities. What will Gecko undertake to 
compensate. Did the message get conveyed by Nekwaya and Gideon from the community? 

Rainer: Firstly the community benefits directly from the jobs we are creating. We are planning our 
activities in a way that wherever possible work is be done by local laborers. Secondly, we are planning 
our activities in a way that the impact to the environment is minimized. For example we don’t cut 
down big trees but create roads around them. Here you must advise us where we can further improve.  

Muhenje jr: Did you hear from Nekwaya and Gideon what we have requested; how can Gecko benefit 
the community? 

Rainer: Yes, we heard what you have requested: 1) Water supply by boreholes and dams; 2) a 
kindergarten in Okondaurie; 3) a school. 

Reither: We would like to think of a main road to Epupa and need help with a source of materials to 
improve the road. We don’t have the expertise to find such material. 

Craig: We use the expertise from Germany ourselves, when time comes and we find something of 
value coming from the exploration then we will meet again and discuss how we can improve the 
situation of the community at large. At that time in the future we can look into helping with this request 
of sourcing material for a major road. 

Rainer addresses Chief Muhenje jr: The message reached us regarding water boreholes, schools and 
clinics. In the current exploration phase we won’t have money for schools or clinics but can assist with 
water availability and perhaps a first kindergarten or school room.  

Oliver: a number of selected community support projects could be viewed and included with the field 
trip planned for the following day. 

It was accepted that Gecko can’t build a clinic or school and that the meeting should concentrate on 
water supply. Chief Muhenje will further explain a concept for kindergarten in the meeting on 
Sunday. 

 

Point 4: Water supply 

Rainer: We need to know where you need water. As a word of caution: we need approval for any new 
water points and permission from Department of Water Affairs. Suggest that the areas of concern can 
be looked at even tomorrow if the leaders wish. 

Reither: On April 22, 2017 at Okathati we requested help with making two dams & two boreholes from 
Nekwaya. 



Nekwaya: Okathati chief asked for a new dam east of Ombazu in a particular area but a borehole may 
be better there.  2nd area is an old earth dam which is full of sediments which could be dug out. The 
area of concern has very low potential for groundwater. 

Craig: At the requested sites you wish to find groundwater but it might be difficult. Even if we come 
and drill, after many tries the drilling may not find water. We found very good water in some of our 
exploration holes. These can easily supply water by installing a pump.  

Rainer: We need to make sure areas for requested water boreholes fall within our prospecting licences. 
We can’t just drill at Okamwe, an area where we gave back our prospecting rights to government. 

Reither: An earth dam in a river is also acceptable. 

Craig: A dam can be fixed if it is off our licence but no drilling can be carried out outside our licence 
area; it is not legal to drill within another mineral licence. 

Oliver: With a map the place can be sited and the dam cleaning option can be investigated. 

Chiefs discussed and agreed to show Rainer and Oliver areas where there is water needed: Oruhona 
water dam, Okathati/Ombazu Northeast, Okamwe, Otjizaa. 

It was agreed that these areas will be visited on Sunday after visit of the Barite road.  

 

Point 5: What are results of current exploration? 

Reither: We do not know what you are looking for when you explore in our area. 

Rainer: in 2012 we explained that we were looking for some green rocks with copper (Ongopolo). In 
2013-2014 sand samples were collected all over the area. We found some interesting mineralisations 
at Okondaurie and Okanihova on which we focus our work.  

Reither: Why are you no longer just picking up stones? That is what I meant by the first question.  

Rainer: We have pasted this stage of prospecting. We know all the area quite well now. People did 
bring rocks and in some places they showed us copper mineralisation like at Okamwe. Those samples 
you assisted us with showed that the copper minerals are there but it is too small or too low grade 
material to consider mining. 

 

Point 6: Request for a borehole next to homestead 

A community member present: a possible site for a water borehole was given near my home; can I be 
helped? 

Reither: His house is 2.5km to the northwest of Ohandungu.  

Rainer: it will be difficult if not in our licence and it is far from the work sites where the company is 
busy currently. 

Nekwaya: This request was discussed previously and the distance to the existing water whole is only 
2.5km, thus this is not regarded a valid request. Only when community members are at least 10 km 
from water should assistance be considered. 

The meeting adjourned: 13:25 

Location: Kunene region, Ohandungu Village, Ruiters Primary School 

Date: 25-10-2017 



Time: 14:00 

Attendees: Gecko EIA Coordinator: Mr. Phillip Hooks, Mbazu Community Members 

 Agenda  

1. Welcome and Introduction Mr. Philip Hooks 

2. Purpose of meeting Mr. Phillip Hooks 

3. Discussion Session Community Members 

4. Action List  

 

Commentator: Question, query, concern 
Raised, Comments 

Responded By: Response: 

MS. Njamee Nellie When the project starts, 
will the investors ensure 
that the community 
benefits and will it well 
spread out? 

Mr. Phillip Hooks Investors will be 
notified on the 
appropriate social 
responsibility benefits 
it could offer to the 
community. 

Headman Ruiter We asked gecko mining 
for assistance in terms of 
acquiring water, as the 
Community is lacking 
water in mainly four areas.  

That was last year when 
we asked for assistance 
but so far there hasn’t 
been any aid. 

We had also asked gecko 
to assist the community to 
build two kindergartens. 

Mr. Philips bring good 
news once again for the 
new barite project, 
however the requested 
assistance mentioned has 
not materialized. 

Gecko could also assist in 
removing the enormous 
buildup of Sand from the 
water Dam. 

Mr. Phillip Hooks The Community in 
question has to draft a 
formal letter 
requesting gecko 
Namibia for 
assistance. 

The formal letter 
should be addressed 
to head office.  

 

There’s technical 
issues in terms of 
extracting sand form 
the dam, is the dam 
legal and one needs a 
permit to extract the 
sand. 

Permit is issues by the 
MWAF directorate of 
water affairs. However 
this is not relevant to 
topic at hand, it can be 
disused later. 



 Patapendjo 
Hembinda 

Will gecko mining recruit 
the youth from the 
community?  

Mr.Phillips Hooks I’m the EIA 
coordinator for gecko 
mining, I unfortunately 
don’t employ anyone. 

Recruitment is done 
by the HR department. 

 

However the project 
will at some stage 
offer employment to 
the community. Skilled 
and Non-Skilled 
Workers.   

MS. Njamee Nellie Will the project give 
priority and offer 
employment to those that 
have attended this 
meeting?  

 Your question is 
important, it was 
raised in a meeting 
with MET, whereby 
the MET requested 
that the Investor 
develop a social 
responsibility plan that 
assists in employing 
people from the 
community. 

 

Your query has been 
noted and I would like 
to recommend that 
the voice of the 
community be heard 
and the community to 
benefit through social 
responsibility projects. 

 

However, this forum is 
not set for job 
creating, but rather it 
purpose is for the 
community to 
communicate their 
concerns about the 
project. 

 

Patapendjo 
Hembinda 

The 3 year mining 
duration sounds very 
short, and the mineral 

Mr. Phillip Hooks To test the market and 
to find out if there’s 



that’s going to be 
extracted sound very small 
is this a just a trial to see if 
the mineral will sell? 

long term viability for 
the mineral. 

The reason for short 
duration is because 
the mine needs an 
environmental 
clearance certificate to 
mine, issued every 3 
years. 

Another reason is that 
the scope of the 
project involves 
reporting actual 
figures that are at 
hand. 

The mine is not going 
to be a trial. 

There will be risk some 
risk to the community 
but based on the input 
that goes into the 
environmental 
management plan, 
form the stakeholders- 
such as yourselves, the 
MET and Regional 
council. The 
environmental 
management plan can 
hold the investor to 
strict operational 
guidelines.  

 

Tjisuta Tsaurisa How big will the quarry be 
after 3 years? 

Mr. Phillip Hooks 100 000 Tons, Mr. 
Philip hooks 
demonstrated 
Dimensions  using 
pictures, a quarry can 
be 70 meters across 
and 120 meters long 
and 10 meters deep.  

I will however note my 
response in order to 
ensure it is correct. 

Tjisuta Tsaurisa Will the company replace 
the trees that will be cut 
own when the project 
finishes? And is there a 

Mr. Phillip Hooks That is what we refer 
to as rehabilitation. 
There will be scoping 



legally binding contract 
orletter to make sure this 
happens? 

report that will be 
issued in December.  

The report will outline 
details for legal 
regulations. That 
further outline the 
need for rehabilitation 
plans to be in place for 
any activity that harms 
the environment. 

At the beginning of the 
project, the ministry of 
environment tourism 
want a commitment 
that a rehabilitation 
will take place.  

The Environmental 
management plan 
(EMP) is a legally 
binding document that 
ensures the investor 
stays true to what is 
outlined in the (EMP). 

Michael Emanya 
(Forestry)  

I observed that There’s 
mining activities between 
Ondjoze and ombazu, the 
activities taking place 
there is that the same 
company? 

Mr. Phillip Hooks There is link between 
shareholding. Gecko is 
a company with 
subsidiaries, gecko 
exploration is one of 
them. Gecko 
exploration has a 
number of companies 
that have shares with 
other numerous 
companies. The 
company you 
observed is a joint 
venture between 
gecko exploration and 
another Australian 
company called 
Celsius. 



 

 

 



Location: Kunene region, Opuwo Town, Otjikaoko Traditional Authority Offices 

Date: 26-10-2017 

Time: 10:00 

Attendees: Gecko EIA Coordinator: Mr. Phillip Hooks, Otjikaoko council members 

 Agenda  

1. Welcome and Introduction Mr. Phillip Hooks 

2. Purpose of meeting Mr. Phillip Hooks 

3. Discussion Session Council Members 

4. Action List  

 

Agenda items 

Commentator: Question, query, concern 

Raised, Comments 

Responded By: Response: 

Mr. Tjazapi Ihututa 

(Justice councilor 

for Otjikaoko T.A) 

What is going to happen if 

there is a permanent 

settlement there, which is 

built many years ago? 

 

Mr. Phillip Hooks It’s important that 

Before I hand in my 

final report that all 

issues, such as those 

raised by Mr. tjakkapi 

are considered. 

Ms Elizabeth 

Mukuma 

(secretary for the 

Otjikaoko T.A) 

The project sounds good, 

the project will bring 

opportunities to the 

community, and however 

other projects (mostly 

lodges) have been 

presented here at the 

Otjikaoko Authority. Those 

that presented gave 

promises that till now 

have not materialized. 

  

 

 

Location: Kunene Region, Otjivero Village K.Maundu Primary School 



Date: 26-10-2017 

Time: 14:00 

Attendees: Gecko EIA Coordinator: Mr. Phillip Hooks, Otjivero Community Members 

 Agenda  

1. Welcome and Introduction Mr. Philip Hooks 

2. Purpose of meeting Mr. Phillip Hooks 

3. Discussion Session Community Members 

4. Action List  

 

Agenda items 

Commentator: Question, query, concern 

Raised, Comments 

Responded By: Response: 

Velium Maundu I would like to recommend 

that Gecko company 

should Organize a meeting 

for all the chiefs.  

Recognized and Non-

recognized chiefs in order 

to ensure that no conflicts 

arise later on.   

Mr. Phillip Hooks Yes that idea is very 

important as it will 

add transparency to 

the the project. This 

will ensure that the 

chief’s or community 

member that feel like 

they’ve been cutout 

are involved. 

 

Velium Maundu  How will the community 

benefit from the mine? 

 

What will be the way 

forward? 

Mr. Phillip Hooks (your response was 

interupted by arrival 

of more community 

memebers) 

Vehehaunge 

Maundu 

Recommends and 

emphasis’s that it will be 

wise only to include the 

chiefs around the mining 

area. 

   

 



Chief Hiandi 

Maundu 

The mine will bring many 

opportunities to the 

community, it will assist in 

reducing unemployment 

as well as provide the 

community with water. 

 

However When it comes 

to the environment, 

mining activities will give 

problems. Mining 

activities leave large 

gaping holes, Similar 

problems have been 

encountered with other 

previous mining activities 

in the region. 

Mining companies say 

they will rehabilitate land 

but that is not the case at 

all. All what mining will do 

is destroy the land. 

 

 Your question is 

important, it was 

raised……. (video was 

cut) 

 

Veliem Maundu Mining company roads, 

damage the roads, can you 

please ensure that you 

maintain the roads. 

 What are the social 

responsibilities to the 

community? 

Schools don’t have tents, 

and communities have no 

water, can that not be 

included in the social 

responsibility of the 

project. 

Mr. Phillip Hooks That’s why it’s really 

important that one 

reviews the 

environmental 

management plan. 

The EMP is a legally 

binding document,   

and some of the 

queries that have been 

raised are outlined in 

the EMP. 

If one is not happy 

with the EMP, you can 

make additional 

comments to ensure 

community concerns 

are considered before 

the plan is submitted. 



Chief Hiandi 

Maundu 

The community would like 

to move forward but there 

is a Main concern with the 

conflict between the two 

chiefs and who controls 

what.  

 

 

Mr. Kazeongeye 

Tjeundu (Councilor) 

The councilor Will 

organize the chiefs to 

meet in future to 

resolve the jurisdiction 

issues. 

Women 

Community 

member 

Would like the mining 

company to include 

women in the future job 

recruitment process.  

Women in the community 

would also like to have 

equal opportunities as the 

men. 

  

 

 

Action List Date 

Meet headman Ruiter and some community 

members, to show where claims are located. 

Proposal of processing plant. 

 

Setup meeting with traditional Authority to 

solve the jurisdiction issues between the 

Otjivero and ombazu communities. 

 

 

15-11-2017 

 

 

 

17-11-2017 

 

 

 

 

Location: Kunene region, Opuwo Town, Otjikaoko Traditional Authority Offices 

Date: 17-11-2017 

Time: 09:00 



Attendees: Gecko EIA Coordinator: Mr. Phillip Hooks, Chief of Otjikaoko, Headman and Senior members. 

 Agenda  

1. Welcome and Introduction Mr. Kazeongere Tjeundo 
(Regional Councillor) 

2. Purpose of meeting Mr. Phillip Hooks 

3. Discussion Session Council Members 

4. Action List  

 

Agenda items 

Commentator: Question, query, concern 
Raised, Comments 

Responded By: Response: 

Mr. Kazeongere 
Tjeundo (Regional 
Councilor) 

The reason why we all here 
is to discuss the boundaries 
of the two traditional 
authorities (Vito 
Traditional Authority and 
Otjikaoko Traditional 
Authority). 

Mainly to find out where 
the claims are exactly 
located. 

I called the Mbazu 
representative and he said 
he unfortunately he cannot 
be present as he had 
another meeting 
scheduled. 

Mr. Phillip do you want us 
to explain further on the 
background of the mine? 

Mr. Phillip Hooks No I don’t think so, 
because those that 
have already been in 
the Public meetings. 

They can explain to 
them. 

What’s important is 
that the issue of 
jurisdiction is resolved 
and if you could just 
explain that to them. 

 

It’s important that you 
clarify that it was 
councilor Tjeundo who 
had called the meeting 
to resolve the issue. 

 

Mikambo Tjiposa 
(Otjikaoko 
councilor) 

What boundaries are we 
talking about? 

Mr. Kazeongere 
Tjeundo (Regional 
Councilor) 

The conservancy 
boundary is known to 
us but the Boundary 
that is of concern is the 
traditional boundaries.  

The man that is 
supposed to assist us in 
knowing where the 
traditional boundaries 
is not here and he’s got 
the maps. 



The maps are here but 
he’s in Windhoek 

Mr. Kazeongere 
Tjeundo (Regional 
Councilor) 

This meeting might not 
hold water if we continue 
this meeting, due to the 
missing persons.  

But what would be your 
suggestion? 

Mr.Phillip’s From the mouth of 
Headman Ruiter from 
the previous meeting 
last year June 2016, a 
statement was made 
“the mining claims 
where the mining is to 
take place falls under 
Tom vito traditional 
authority, and 
communities from 
other Tradional 
authorities where 
allowed to use land 
across the mountain 
but that was just 
temporary. 

At this stage what I can 
say is that I will state in 
the report that the 
traditional Boundary 
issue is unresolved. 

However the claims do 
fall in the ombazu 
nature conservancy. 

 

Chief Paulus 
(Tjavara) 

It’s important to note in 
order for issues to be 
resolved, there are 
traditional leaders who 
should be present. 

The meeting should be 
concluded by seeking 
another platform where 
we can bring all the chiefs 
together. 

 But then also an 
expedition should be done 
by those who know the 
area best from both sides. 

  

Headman Ruiter 
Maundu 

If the claims are at 
Okanehova, then they are 
in the Otjivero (otjikaoko 
traditional) boundaries. 

 

  



History can tell that the old 
kraals (cattle posts) up on 
the mountains belong to 
their people, the people of 
Ombazu (Tom vito 
traditional Authority) have 
never settled there or used 
that part of the land 
without permission from 
the Otjivero (otjikaoko 
traditional authority). 

 

Urikwami Maundu We are positive about the 
project and the community 
wants the project to begin, 
but we want into start in a 
conducive environment. 

Where everybody is at 
peace and have a good 
understating of the 
boundaries in question.  

  

Mikambo-Tjiposa 
(Otjikaoko 
councilor) 

What will happen after you 
take the chiefs up the 
mountain, should we have 
another meeting after 
that? 

Mr. Phillips Hooks That will be depend on 
the maps. If the maps 
and the site visit yields 
results that are 
accepted by both 
parties. 

If both Parties 
recognize that the 
map will take away 
the conflict. 

Then there will be no 
need to come back 
again. 

A formal letter should 
be written in order to 
request the mbazu 
representative and 
Tom vito traditional 
authority. 

Mikambo-Tjiposa 
(Otjikaoko 
councilor) 

After the site meeting, all 
those that will go up the 
mountain need to testify 
what they have seen. 

If chiefs cannot go up the 
mountain due to their age 

  



and health they should 
send representatives. 

Urikwami Maundu I would like to recommend 
an independent person 
who’s not coming from 
neither traditional 
authorities to be present to 
ensure an balanced 
outcome.  

  

 

  



 

Meeting was arranged by Mr. Tjeundo, Honourable Councilllor of the Kunene Regional Council 

Location: The Steilrand Mountains where the 4 mining claims are situated  

Date: 6th December 2017 

Attendees: 

Elders of the Otjivero community (Maundu) and Ombazu community (Ruiter) who represented their 

Traditional Authorities. 

Younger members of both communities also present 

Mr. Tjipepa of the Ministry of Land Reform in an unofficial capacity acting as a third party witness on 

behalf of the Kunene Regional Council 

Charon Katjiuongua (Cultural Officer of M.Ed.) acted as official translator / interpreter 

Philip Hooks (Environmental Specialist) representing Mr. JP Smit 

Discussion and Decision: 

Site of the white barite seam was shown to the persons present. The extent of the mining claims was 

described and demonstrated. The map showing the old traditional authority boundaries was used to 

illustrate the location of the mining claims in relation to the traditional authority boundaries. 

It was acknowledged that in accordance with the map that the Otjivero TA has jurisdiction over the 

area where the four claims are situated. No dispute was raised. However, there was an agreement that 

the other two adjacent communities under other traditional authorities should have a share in any 

benefits that could potentially arise from the mining project. 

Philip Hooks requested that the issue of compensation for grazing loss within communal lands be 

clarified. 

Philip Hooks requested that a consent letter be written and signed by the representatives of the three 

traditional authorities concerned. 

The leaders present committed to finalise the consent letter on Friday, 8th December, 2017



Public Meetings Attendance Registers

 











 



This 9am meeting at the Kunene Regional offices took place on the 25th October; the 11am meeting later on took place on the 25th as well. 

 























 









 





 


